
 

Press Release 
 
Rome, October 10, 2012 
 
The French Embassy in Italy, the Soprintendenza Speciale per il Patrimonio Storico 
Artistico ed Etnoantroplogico e per il Polo Museale della città di Roma, and World 
Monuments Fund are launching the operational stage of the restoration of the Carracci 
Gallery, situated inside the Palazzo Farnese in Rome:  
 

- Launch of the tender: October 10, 2012 
- Beginning of work: January 2013 

 
In January 2013, restoration work will begin at the Carracci Gallery, which was completed in the 
Palazzo Farnese between the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century 
by the painter Annibale Carracci with help from his brother Agostino and a number of colleagues 
and collaborators. A complete restoration of the gallery, stucco, and wall paintings is planned. 
One year of preparatory work was necessary to develop this ambitious project, and the 
sponsoring organizations, in unison with the scientific committee members*, are pleased to 
announce the official call for proposals.  
 
This project is one of a number of cultural initiatives jointly undertaken by Italy and France since 
the late 1990s. The restoration of the two principal façades of the courtyard of the Farnese 
Palace, now the headquarters of the French Embassy to Italy, and the success of the 
accompanying exhibition “Farnese Palace – from the Renaissance to the French Embassy” in 
2010–2011, are two projects that testify to the excellent cooperation between the French and the 
Italians on such endeavors.  
 
Made possible with the support of WMF, the leading independent international organization 
dedicated to the preservation of historic monuments and sites around the world, this project will 
return the Carracci Gallery to its original splendor. Support for WMF Europe’s restoration work 
comes from the Robert W. Wilson Challenge to Conserve Our Heritage, and from the Fondation 
de l’Orangerie.  
 
Carracci Gallery 
 
A masterpiece of painting, the Gallery has, since its creation, been a model for artists coming to 
complete their training in Rome. In 1595, Cardinal Odouardo Farnese summoned Annibale 
Carracci from Bologna to design the interiors of several rooms in the Roman palace. After 
decorating the Camerino, the Cardinal’s celebrated bedroom, Annibale set about working on the 
décor of the Gallery using iconography based on the themes of Ovid’s Metamorphoses and the 
Philostratus’ Images, the ideas for which came from the advice of the cardinal’s librarian, Fulvio 
Orsini. Assisted by his brother Agostino and his best students, Annibale finished his work at 
Farnese at the beginning of the seventeenth century.  
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Restoration of the Carracci Gallery 
 
In order to carry out this project, the French Embassy in Italy (the project sponsor), requested 
support from the Soprintendenza Speciale per il Patrimonio Storico Artistico ed 
Etnoantroplogico e per il Polo Museale della città di Roma, and the Soprintendenza per i 
Architettura e Paesaggio del Comune di Roma. The Embassy also enlisted the advice of a 
scientific committee who has supervised preliminary studies since 2011. The Italian state, the 
owner of the Palace since 1936, manages the work through the two superintendencies, and in 
consultation with Instituto Centrale Superiore Per la Conservazione ed il Restauro in Rome.  
 
The scientific committee has expressed the wish that complementary studies allow a 
reconstruction of the history throughout the centuries of the conservation of the gallery. These 
studies about the history of the Gallery in general are supported by the Soprintendenza Speciale. 
 
WMF Europe Intervention 
 
Over the past two years, WMF Europe has made this project a priority, seeking out partners in 
order to initiate the project.  
 
For almost 50 years, WMF has supported the restoration of major elements of the world’s 
heritage (several temples in the Angkor Archaeological Park; the retirement complex of the 
Qianlong Emperor in the Forbidden City, Beijing; baroque churches in Peru; temples in Egypt, 
etc.).  
 
In Italy, WMF Europe has supported the restoration of various important monuments, including 
the Orangerie of the Boboli Gardens in Florence, the Cloister of Santi Quattro Coronati in Rome, 
the Colleone Statue and the dining room in the Royal Palace in Venice. 
 
In 2009, WMF Europe initiated the restoration of a major monument that was damaged by an 
earthquake in the city of Abruzzo—the Abbey of San Clemente a Casauria—which was 
subsequently reopened in 2011. WMF currently supports various restoration projects including 
the Teodolinda Chapel at the Cathedral of Monza, and several buildings in Rome such as the 
church of Santa Maria Antiqua, the Casina Farnese, and the Temple of Portunus.  
 
In France, WMF Europe’s current priorities are to restore the interior decoration of the 
Chancellerie d’Orléans and the foyer of the Opéra Comique, as well as working on the Cloister 
of St. Trophime in Arles and the choir of Albi Cathedral.  
 
*The Scientific Committee 
The French-Italian Scientific Committee is chaired by Alain Le Roy, French Ambassador to 
Italy, and comprised of professionals and experts in restoration, conservation, architecture, and 
art history: Francesco Buranelli, Secretary of the Pontificia Commissione per i Beni Culturali 
della Chiesa; Gisella Capponi, Director ofthe Istituto Superiore per la Conservazione e il 
Restauro; Laura Caterina Cherubini, Chief Architect with the Architettura e paesaggio del 
Comune di Roma; Isabelle Denis, Chief of the département du patrimoine et de la décoration 
chez ministère des affaires étrangères et européennes; Colette di Matteo, general conservation 
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of heritage; Bertrand du Vignaud, President of World Monuments Fund Europe; Andrea 
Emiliani, Superintendent Emeritus of Bologna and Romagna, and Academician of Lincei; Jean-
René Gaborit, General honorary conservator of heritage, former Director of the Sculpture 
Department at the Musée du Louvre; Federica Galloni, Regional Director of Heritage for 
Latium; Silvia Ginzburg, Professor of the History of Modern Art at the Università degli Studi di 
Roma Tre; Pierre Jacky, Director of WMF Europe; Henri Loyrette, Director and President of 
the Musée du Louvre; Alain Mérot, Professor of the History of Modern Art at the Université 
Paris-Sorbonne (Paris IV); Catheline Périer-d’Ieteren, Professor of the History Modern Art and 
the History of Restoration at the Université libre de Bruxelles; Maria Costanza Pierdominici, 
Superintendent of the Patrimonio Storico Artistico ed Etnoantroplogico e per il Polo Museale 
della città di Roma; Vincent Pomarède, general conservator, Director of the Paintings 
Department at the Musée du Louvre, represented by Guillaume Kientz, conservator of the 
Paintings Department at the Musée du Louvre, and responsible for restoration questions; Daila 
Radeglia, Director of the Art and History at the Istituto Superiore per la Conservazione ed il 
Restauro; Antonia Pasqua Recchia, General Secretary of the Ministero per i Beni e le Attività 
Culturali; Didier Repellin, General Inspector and Chief Architect of monuments historiques; 
Emanuela Settimi, Art Historian and Coordinating Director for the Patrimonio Storico Artistico 
ed Etnoantroplogico e per il Polo Museale della città di Roma; Salvatore Settis, Former Director 
and honorary Professor at theScuola normale superiore di Pisa; Carel van Tuyll van 
Serooskerken, Director of the Graphic Arts Department at the Musée du Louvre; François-
Charles Uginet, paleography archivist and former Director of  publications at the École 
Française de Rome; Rosalia Varoli Piazza, Art Historian and Honorary Professor of ICR and 
ICCROM; Rossella Vodret, Superintendent of the Patrimonio Storico Artistico ed 
Etnoantroplogico e per il Polo Museale della città di Roma.  
 

# # # 
 

Media Inquiries: 
Yann Jurez Lancien, World Monuments Fund Europe (Paris), +33 (0) 4720 7199, 
yjurezlancien@wmf.org.  
 
Ben Haley, World Monuments Fund (New York), +1 646 424 9594, bhaley@wmf.org.  
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